Driving confidence in enrollment timelines
Strategic benchmarking analysis to inform operational
planning and strategy

Managing clinical trials is a highly complex process and driving predictability is key. Clinical
trial planning and feasibility is critical to the success of a trial, and when it comes to timing,
operations and feasibility teams cannot rely on estimations. That's why benchmarking your
trial against similar trials, especially for enrollment, is fundamental to success.
Trialtrove’s trialtiming data is the industry’s richest source of clinical trial timing intelligence,
providing actual enrollment and treatment benchmarks to support your financial, operational
and commercial planning.
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Identify

Trialtrove’s powerful search capability allows for granular searching (i.e
patient segment, inclusion/exclusion, site/accrual information) to identify
relevant benchmark trials with actual enrollment and treatment durations.

Benchmark Review best and worst case benchmarks, and assess the potential factors
to optimize your operational strategy.

Forecast recruitment rate (patients/site/month) based on trial-level
benchmarks to determine potential enrollment rates for your study.

* Data for metastatic triple receptor negative breast cancer, first line, Phase II, industry-sponsored trials

Analyze

Calculate the average number of sites used in comparable trials to
inform your operational strategy.
Use the power of Trialtrove’s dynamic trialtiming dashboards to quickly
evaluate the impact of operational design (number of sites or accrual
numbers) on the actual enrollment and treatment durations.

Our trial timing intelligence is supported by 500+ therapeutic area expert analysts in key global markets
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Manually curating
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Visualize

Trialtrove’s trialtiming visualization provides a highly customizable timeline,
allowing users to quickly and easily view global demands for a specific
patient population, and understand when these trials are likely to complete.

* Data for metastatic triple receptor negative breast cancer, first line, Phase I, I/II, II, II/III, III, III/IV, industry-sponsored trials

Track your competitive landscape using Citeline’s Timing and Trial Status Alerts, to be
alerted when trials meet key milestones (e.g enrollment close date), or if new trials
competing for your patient population are identified.

Rely on industry benchmarks to drive accuracy in your clinical timelines.
Trialtrove allows you to plan with confidence, paving the way for financial, operational and
commercial success.

